A frica today has a large presence in world Christianity. In 2010 an amazing 494.6 million believers, or 22 percent of all Christians, resided in Africa. 1 Philip Jenkins and others have documented the shift of the numerical center of Christianity into the Global South. 2 Yet, despite these gains, the many theological voices of African Christianity are not well heard in the rest of the world. America and Europe continue to dominate Christian scholarship, broadcasting, the Internet, and publishing, even though these activities are expanding in Africa.
The people of America and Europe rarely read or hear the theological thinking of Africans. I suspect that some may have a very negative stereotype, thinking, "Do Africans living in a village even do theology at all?" The answer, as this article seeks to demonstrate, is a resounding "Yes." Andrew Walls is correct when he speaks of the "immense theological activity" in the "great theological laboratory" of Africa. 3 The reason for this intense theological activity is that African Christians, like all other believers, seek meaning for the major issues they face every day.
Paul Hiebert wrote of "the right and responsibility of the church in each culture and historical setting to interpret and apply the Scriptures in its own context," and African Christians are indeed performing that task. 4 But African believers do not do theology only for themselves. Even though the continent is underrepresented in the media, African believers, because of their large presence in world Christianity, are increasingly doing Christian theology for the whole world. The theological face that Christianity presents to the world is increasingly a set of beliefs, practices, and lifestyles filtered through the multiple cultural perspectives of Africa. Hiebert discussed the challenges of theological pluralism and the need to develop a "supracultural theology" through a "metatheological process" that reaches a "consensus on theological absolutes." 5 The metatheological process enables Christian communities to learn from each other and hold each other accountable. African Christians and Western Christians thus need dialogue that is characterized by mutuality and collegiality for the sake of our shared global mission.
This article seeks to give voice to the theological reflections of a small group of Malawian Christians on the meaning of wealth and poverty, an issue about which they are well qualified to speak. 6 As I dialogued with the group, it became clear that, first, being a "theologian of the church pew" does not necessarily mean being a shallow thinker. On the contrary, my interviews confirmed that people lacking theological education and in some cases having very little formal education can think profoundly. I think the group compares rather favorably with their ecclesial siblings in a typical North American church. Second, these believers grappled with some of the same deep issues as the greatest theologians, albeit without having the formal language and categories to use. In some ways, not being formal theologians
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Gorden R. Doss helped the group to do better theology because they did not feel obliged to solve all of the ambiguities of human existence, or to force issues into prefabricated theological solution boxes. Yet I do not want to idealize the group, for their level of education also imposed limits on them.
The research group lived in underdeveloped, rural northern Malawi, a nation ranked by the United Nations as one of the ten poorest in the world. By coincidence, the research took place at a time when the chronic poverty and underdevelopment of the area had become acute. A series of crop failures caused by drought, overcultivation, and lack of fertilizer had produced several years of serious food shortages.
The group included four men and four women, divided equally by educational attainment. 7 The less educated were subsistence farmers, and the more educated were employed. The best educated was a man with a bachelor's degree in social science who taught high school. All were active lay members of Seventh-day Adventist congregations. 8 The eight, one-hour interviews I conducted with each person were in Chichewa, Chitumbuka, or English, depending on the participant's preference. The responses summarized below come from the sixty-four individual interviews.
My experience in Malawi-thirty-one years in all, first as a missionary kid and then as an adult worker-gives me the chance to be a bridge person who can give voice to the group outside of Malawi. The passion that drove me to the research came from my experience when I lived in Malawi of having felt "filthy rich" when comparing myself with Malawians, and yet "dirt poor" when I compared myself with colleagues in America. Existential anguish and frustration confront the missionary who lives in between wealth and poverty.
The Experience of Poverty
I asked the participants to describe their personal experiences with poverty, particularly during the recent food crisis. Predictably, there was a range of personal suffering because of differences in family income. Several individuals described going for periods with just one meal a day and some days no meals. The men and boys hunted for small animals, the women and girls picked edible weeds, children came down with kwashiorkor (severe malnutrition caused by a diet with insufficient protein), and everyone got sick more easily with malaria or viruses. When they became ill, there was no money for treatment.
Yet even for those who suffered most, the worst pain was neither physical nor material but social and relational. Poverty isolated individuals from the group and made them feel inferior. Poverty weakened ancient, cherished traditions of generosity within the extended family system as scarce supplies were rationed to the immediate family. In the past the communal safety net had prevented any individual from suffering more than the group as a whole suffered. This meant that only those who were ostracized for antisocial behavior fell out of the safety net and become known as poor. But now the traditional safety net is largely gone, and individuals can suffer serious personal deprivation even though they are respected members of society. -dossg@andrews.edu feeling of being ostracized can in itself lead to unworthy behavior, which in turn can give rise to intentional social isolation. Herein resides the real anguish of poverty. Participants whose supplies had been adequate to meet basic family needs experienced a great deal of social pressure and spiritual angst as they were asked for help, sometimes several times a day. Hungry mothers with crying children would come to beg for gaga, the hard husks of the maize kernel that are usually fed to chickens. The high school teacher said that his wife always gave something, even if only a small dish of maize.
Poverty also raised deeply theological questions for the group: Is there a God in heaven? Why did God create me? Why was I born? Doesn't God hear my prayers? Does God see me as an unrepentant sinner? Most said that the recent hard times had drawn them closer to God, but two individuals said stress had pushed them away from God and caused them to stop going to church for periods of time.
Another part of the experience of poverty was the struggle against envy (nsanje in Chichewa). Envy is a "discontented or resentful longing aroused by another's possessions, qualities, or luck."
9 It is particularly apparent in societies, including Malawi's, "characterized by absolute shortages of the resources necessary for physical survival."
10 Envy is a universal human emotion that is perceived to be dangerous and destructive. Envy is one of the most difficult emotions to admit because it is often expressed by symbolic actions that conceal the real motives. 11 The prevalence of envy throughout a society generates fear of being the object of envy, or of being accused of being envious, or of admitting to oneself that one is envious.
The group talked freely about the general problem of envy, although only three of the eight admitted having been envious themselves. The Malawian National Anthem includes the lines "Put down each and every enemy / Hunger, disease, envy [nsanje]," showing a societal awareness of, and resistance to, the attitude.
The group described envy as a cluster or sequence of interactive emotions and behaviors. First, another person receives unusual material benefits (such as a lot of money or an unusually large maize crop) or nonmaterial benefits (e.g., many intelligent and beautiful children) or repeated good luck that sets that one apart from the group.
In the second movement of envy, others begin to have "no love" for the person and to have "sore hearts" because they have not prospered similarly. These feelings are expressed in gossip, used as an equalizing tool. A favored accusation is that theft, deceit, or witchcraft was used to obtain the special benefit. Occasionally acts of theft, vandalism, or personal violence are committed against the envied person.
The third movement sees envious people, especially if they are "good Christians," denying to themselves and others that they feel envious and trying to put on a facade of good relationships, perhaps by offering phony congratulations.
A separate movement, carried out by the one who has benefited, seeks to achieve envy prevention or at least envy reduction. Well-off persons do this by being friendly, humble, and nonostentatious and also by sharing. When possible, the new asset is concealed or minimized. False information about the extent of the asset or how it was obtained may be corrected. Sometimes protection is sought through witchcraft.
Six of the eight participants thought that Christians have less envy than non-Christians, and two thought that the rate was about the same. All agreed that there was some envy in the church and that it was dangerous. The people asserted that several things can decrease envy among Christians. One is the Holy Spirit, who is active in people's hearts, showing them their sin and helping them to overcome the temptation of envy. Furthermore, all humans are seen as being the same before God because he loves all and Jesus died for all. True Christians do not want to bring the benefited one down, even though they do want to advance themselves in appropriate ways. The group was unanimous in wanting the church to do more teaching about the sin of envy, which they saw as a major spiritual pitfall that weakened a believer's spiritual life and walk with the Lord.
Perspectives on Wealth and Poverty
A study of Chichewa and Chitumbuka words for wealth and poverty is illuminating. One of the main sets of words suggests a thematic difference from the West in viewing wealth and poverty. A wealthy person is "one who finds well" (opeza bwino), while a poor person is "one who does not find well" (osa peza bwino).
"Finding" (peza) with regard to money is used so frequently that it seems like a cultural theme. The "finding" motif contrasts with the Western "having" motif ("the haves" and "the havenots"). The having motif suggests the accumulation and management of capital such as real estate or money by people whose daily survival is not in question. The finding motif suggests the discovery, distribution, and consumption of supplies essential for daily survival. Traditional Malawi had simple housing, no banks, and no technology for long-term food storage, making significant capital accumulation impossible and unhelpful.
The finding motif overturns certain stereotypical Western views about Africans and poverty. For Africans, the whole ethos of resource management is that of an active, dynamic pursuit of essential resources in a highly contingent, disorderly, and unpredictable universe. This perspective produces a work ethic that is different from, but no less vigorous than, that of the West.
One of the assumptions about wealth that differs between peoples is how much wealth and goodness is actually available. The capitalist West favors the theory of unlimited supply; many Malawian participants in the study with Gorden Doss other peoples assume that the supply is limited. The Malawian group believed that the supply is adequate for all to have their basic human needs fulfilled but inadequate if some people have excessive expectations. Not only do people who try to exceed the level of basic necessities deny the needs of others, but they will inevitably end their lives in a tragedy of some kind. Those lacking necessities are seen to be held back either by the selfishness and greed of others or by the will of God. Yet they did not
Satan, not God, causes poverty and suffering. God sustains humanity, while Satan does all he can to undermine God's sustaining work. God wants all to live happily, but the devil twists things to make us blame God. The person who says "God wills me to be poor" is wrong. God wants no one to be poor but wants everyone to prosper. He gives opportunities to everyone who calls on him. The group went back and forth on what the sovereign God wills and what he merely allows, allowing the ambiguity and some contradictions to remain unresolved.
Some people do not live at the economic level God wills or allows.
Through illicit means, such as theft or witchcraft, some live at a higher level than God intends. However, they will inevitably lose their ill-found prosperity. Because of not returning a tithe, laziness, dishonesty, corruption, drinking, or immorality, some live at a lower level than God intends. Returning to biblical principles of tithing, lifestyle, diligence, and hard work can cause such people to live at the higher economic level God intends for them.
Humans have a secondary but vital role. Just as those rebuilding Jerusalem worked with one hand and held a weapon with the other (Neh. 4:17), so people need to have the right tools and need to use them with all their energy in order to find wealth. The parable of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11-32) shows that the gifts of God must be used wisely and properly, or else the fortunate person will fall into poverty. Most Malawians think they can change their economic state for the better, they said. Sometimes people feel caught for periods of their lives, but at other times they feel more free. For example, when children are in school and parents cannot find tuition, they feel trapped, but once children are grown, parents have a greater sense of freedom.
God exercises loving care for the poor. A shepherd sees and understands all of the troubles of his sheep (Ps. 23). Jesus identifies with the poor because, "though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor" (2 Cor. 8:9). He hears and answers prayers for help, even if he does not grant all requests. But God's care, in the view of the participants, is not the liberationist "preferential option for the poor." They affirmed that God loves the poor and the wealthy equally, although they evinced a lingering suspicion that God might actually prefer the wealthy because of the concrete blessings they enjoy.
Wealth is potentially dangerous. The group did not naively long for wealth but rather saw great peril in wealth. "Wealth hastily gotten will dwindle, but he who gathers little by little will increase it" (Prov. 13:11). The problem of envy, already discussed, is reflected here. "Better is a little with the fear of the Lord than great treasure and trouble with it" (Prov. 15:16). "For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil" (1 Tim. 6:10). Especially to be feared is wealth that comes quickly, because it can make a person lose spiritual and social perspective and balance, and because it may indicate an illicit connection with the spirit world.
Spiritual life has priority over material well-being. "But strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well" (Matt. 6:33). "Do not worry about your life. . . . For life is more than food, and the body more than Especially to be feared is wealth that comes quickly, because it can make a person lose spiritual and social balance.
express the rigid zero-sum view that "your gain equals my loss"; rather, they believed that God's will is the strongest determining factor in being wealthy or poor.
The group named twenty-one factors that cause poverty, which together constitute a rather sophisticated analysis. I have categorized these factors under three headings:
• controllable by the individual (5): drunkenness, laziness, not putting one's heart into one's work, womanizing, and HIV/AIDS (when caused by freely chosen behavior); • partially controllable (3): a feeling of being predestined for poverty, lack of education, and unemployment; • not controllable (13): HIV/AIDS (when caused by coercion and as a general societal phenomenon), being orphaned, being born into poverty, the cultural shift away from the extended family, dependence on foreign income, having no children, having no talent for farming, having little intelligence, having little opportunity, lack of vocational education that would provide employment, low prices for farm produce, sickness, and structural problems such as lack of marketing facilities.
Although the poverty-causing factors cannot be given equal weight, it is helpful to observe how few can fairly be assigned to individual responsibility. No amount of hard, intelligent work could deal with all of the factors arrayed against some individuals in the group's environment. Yet the group did not succumb to a victim mentality.
A Theology of Wealth and Poverty
In the first round of individual interviews, I asked the participants to bring biblical texts that helped them understand wealth and poverty, and texts that they found problematic. The texts, which they brought to almost every interview, functioned alongside some prepared questions as effective conversation starters. Major points of a theology of wealth and poverty emerged. In what follows, I list only biblical texts that were brought by the group; they were not supplied by me as interviewer or added later as part of my interpretive analysis.
God determines wealth and poverty. It is God "who gives you power to get wealth" (Deut. 8:17-18). Using a literalist hermeneutic, the participants found this text to be quite clear. God does not give clothing" (Luke 12:22-23). The group was unanimous in being willing to forgo prosperity in preference to eternal life, if they had to choose one or the other.
Some faithful Christians live in long-term poverty.
"Indeed all who want to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted" (2 Tim. 3:12). Struggle and testing are always part of the Christian life, and poverty is often part of the testing. "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time" (1 Pet. 5:6). God permits some committed Christians to suffer poverty, while nominal Christians may have an excess of wealth to test and sanctify believers, to save some who would otherwise be lost, and to give the wealthy an opportunity to help the poor.
Problematic Texts and Issues
Texts brought by the group that they considered to be problematic indicate areas in which they have conflict. Below are the main texts and issues they raised.
Why does God sometimes give wealth that destroys the recipient? If
Solomon prayed for wisdom (1 Kings 3:7-9), why did God give him wealth, which destroyed him? Solomon apparently knew himself well enough to know that he should not ask for wealth. Did God not know what Solomon would do? Maybe God just did not want to see his king suffer from poverty. Clearly, the Malawian believers were grappling with the issue of God's determination versus human free will and, in the background, with the issue of theodicy.
Does poverty place a person at a disadvantage for salvation?
"Some pretend to be rich, yet have nothing; others pretend to be poor, yet have great wealth. Wealth is a ransom for a person's life, but the poor get no threats." (Prov. 13:7-8). Appearances are deceptive, for one may be poor in this life but rich toward God, and vice versa. Wealth and poverty are not to be associated automatically with either righteousness or wickedness. Yet for concrete-minded Malawian Christians, the issue persists. The poor person apparently lacks necessary power or opportunity, and the group found it difficult to disassociate wealth completely from salvation.
Why does poverty persist for people who have the joy of the Lord? "All the days of the poor are hard, but a cheerful heart has a continual feast" (Prov. 15:15). The Bible exhorts Christians to "rejoice," and Malawians often tell each other to "be happy" (tsangalala). "So-we are rejoicing, Lord! Where is our feast? We sing happy praises every Sabbath! Where are our blessings?"
Is African poverty and suffering caused by the curse of Noah? Noah's curse (Gen. 9:18-25) was the most problematic text brought up by the group. Seven of the eight participants stated that Africa was under the curse of Noah. According to one participant, "Africa suffers the consequences of Ham's sin, just as the whole world suffers the consequences of Adam's sin. . . . Because Africa is poor, the curse must have come here. . . . Noah's curse was similar to that of Elisha on the mocking children [2 Kings 2:23-24]."
12 It is well known that racists have held this view-but why does it persist in Malawi?
It seems to me that the anticolonial movement, along with Adventist teaching against it, should have dispelled this view from the minds of this group. 13 Could it be that the curse-on-Africa view persists because it has plausibility within the Malawian worldview? In African Traditional Religion, every happening has a cause related to the spirit world. When a bad thing happens, a cause must be identified and dealt with to prevent the bad thing from reoccurring.
14 Perhaps the scale of Africa's suffering is such that only a biblical explanation will suffice for these believers. Perhaps naming Noah's curse as the cause of Africa's suffering may be seen as a functional, if problematic, solution. The participants saw the cross as a key to removing Noah's curse, though why that had not already happened at Calvary or through the conversion of so many Africans to Christ was not clear.
Malawian Theology of Wealth and Poverty
To situate the group's theology of wealth and poverty in relation to other positions, the typology developed by David Williams, a South African, can be helpful. 15 Williams presents seven Christian perspectives or models of wealth and poverty.
His "Wealth to Be Restructured: Liberation Theology" model, with its call for political action and structural reform, did not resonate with the group. The "Wealth to Be Created: Reconstructionism" model, with its insistence that the poor are responsible for their own problems and must be left to find their own solutions, did not seem at all Christian to them. The "Wealth to Be Ignored: Contentment" model seemed unchristian because of its passivity and nonengagement with the poor.
The group's perspective was a combination of Williams's remaining four types. In this hybrid model, the "Wealth to Be Given: Charity" model and the "Wealth to Be Shared: Christian Community" model were dominant. That is, the group believed that Christians have an obligation to give without thought of reciprocity to all who ask for help, even if only with a very small charitable gift. Christian charity functions best within the church community, where believers share generously with
The poor person apparently lacks necessary power or opportunity, and the group found it difficult to disassociate wealth completely from salvation. more needy believers-without, however, excluding those of other communities. Williams's "Wealth to Be Claimed: Prosperity Teaching" model is present in the hybrid model but not in the fully developed form found elsewhere. Finally, Williams's "Wealth to Be Denied: Self-Limitation" model was present but only to a limited extent, possibly because people who struggle for survival do not think much about limiting their consumption. The hybrid model of the group's theology of wealth and poverty could be called a "Charity in Community with Claiming Faith and Self-Limitation" model.
Conclusion
Those of us who live in relatively more wealthy circumstances can learn some valuable lessons from this Malawian research group.
Africans Christians deserve more respect than they usually get for their profound engagement with the Bible and Christian theology. I would guess that very few Westerners looking at a picture of the research group would predict that they could do theological thinking at the depth they did. Granted, the organization and writing are mine, but the thought units and many of the actual words in my 2006 dissertation were theirs. They may well know the Bible better than many of their contemporaries in more wealthy societies do.
We in the Global North need to hear the voices of the group as they described their struggles with dire poverty. Very few of us, including those below any official "poverty line," ever suffer Notes when one seminary classmate was promoted to a huge pastorate, while I was in a tiny one. At the time, however, I did not name the feeling or recognize it as a spiritual problem in the way that I could name lust, greed, or hatred. Until I did the research for this article, I was unaware of the extent of envy within American society. I was fascinated to learn that in American society envy is often expressed in compliments, affirmation, and praise. 16 As I began listening to certain compliments, I began to recognize envy and passive aggression in their undertones. We may not vandalize a neighbor's new car, but envy may propel us to buy a new car for ourselves that we cannot afford. Gossip can blossom at the workplace when our colleagues are promoted and we are not. Is it possible that our struggle for limitless upward mobility is driven by envy?
The group's perspective should lead us to challenge certain views of poverty. Ignoring or being disengaged from poverty, as suggested by Williams's Contentment model, is not an acceptable alternative. Neither is the view of the Reconstructionist model, namely, that the poor cause all their own problems and should be left alone to solve them. The research demonstrated how many causes of poverty are beyond the ability of individuals to solve. This is not to suggest naively that the work of development and aid in places like Malawi is trouble free, but Christians must stay engaged in the most helpful, effective ways possible.
The Prosperity Teaching model is cruel to committed Christians whose poverty persists, because it implies that they are people of little faith and low spiritual maturity. In fact, living as a true Christian in poverty probably requires more faith than living in prosperity. Prosperity theology can be arrogant and self-congratulatory when more prosperous people preach it to less prosperous ones.
The eight Malawians whom I interviewed gave of themselves generously, candidly, and insightfully. Although there was a wide variation in their attainment of formal education, they all gave evidence of being thoughtful, intelligent people who grapple with humanity's deepest issues. As Christians, they showed themselves to be knowledgeable in Scripture, strong in their faith, and deeply committed to their Lord. I was personally blessed by my extended encounter with them. Like other African believers, they have a valuable contribution to make to world Christianity. The eight Malawians whom I interviewed gave of themselves generously, candidly, and insightfully.
poverty in a way comparable to that described by the group. We also need to accept the fact that much of world poverty cannot be resolved by the individuals caught in its grasp.
The social and relational anguish of poverty is something we need to understand. Poverty has the potential of making Malawian Christians (and others) feel isolated from wealthier Christians in other nations. This implies that the value of mission activities such as short-term trips should not be measured in monetary terms alone. The charitable gifts that are given must be accompanied by intentional relationship-building activities. Members of the research group would feel incredibly affirmed as human beings by having ongoing friendships with people in the West.
Malawian Christians can remind the West that material aspirations need to have a limit. While we have a right to claim God's blessings to provide life's necessities, our aspirations need to have some constraints. In keeping with Williams's Self-Limitation model, Christians need to define an appropriate level of necessity for themselves, within their context, and then stay within it.
The group can teach us about the spiritual peril of envy. Naming envy gives definition to a human sin that needs to be forgiven and overcome by grace. I remember feeling painfully envious
